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a bound of b on the number of di erent correct grammars one converges to. In Section 3 below, Theorem 3.7 implies that one can simulate (but not characterize exactly) noisy Fex b+1 style learning from informant with b mind changes Ex style learning (from informant) provided one has access to the oracle K. This theorem also implies that one can bring the simulation down from unrestricted vacillatory learning to one-shot Ex style learning using the more complex oracle K 0 .
If one is missing negative information 7, 8, 9] or has suitable complexity constraints 10], then Fex b+1 style learning is more powerful than Fex b . Theorem 3.8 (in Section 3 below) implies that, one also gets such a hierarchy result for Fex b style learning from noisy informant. Theorem 4.1 implies a very strong subset constraint on noisy behaviorally correct learning from positive information only. It is stronger than that from Angluin's characterization 1] of (uniformly decidable classes) learnable Ex style, with no noise, and positive information only. More speci cally, Theorem 4.1 entails that, if L 1 L 2 , then the class fL 1 ; L 2 g cannot be learned behaviorally correctly from noisy positive data! Even for behaviorally correct learning (from positive data), noise is quite problematic.
It is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.1, mentioned in the just previous paragraph, that noise free two-shot (one mind change allowed) learning from positive data cannot be simulated from noisy informant even behaviorally correctly; however, by Theorem 4.2 (in Section 4 below) noise free one-shot learning from positive data can be simulated (behaviorally correctly) from noisy positive data and from noisy informant! Theorem 4.5 (also in Section 4 below) says that behaviorally correct learning from noisy informant can be simulated by Ex style learning from a noise free informant. Hence, for informant data, noise destroys the advantage of behaviorally correct over Ex style learning! Theorem 4.6 (Section 4 below) implies that behaviorally correct learning from noisy informant can be simulated by noise free behaviorally correct learning from positive data only. Hence, noise destroys negative information also for behaviorally correct learning|as it does for vacillatory learning (Theorem 3.4 below and discussed above).
Suppose a is a natural number or a . Let H a def = fL : L is an a variant of Hg, where a variant is (by de nition) a nite variant. At the beginning of Section 5 we note that the classes (n+1)-shot Ex style learnable from noisy positive data (with nal program correct except at up to a arguments) and the classes (n + 1)-shot Ex style learnable from noisy informant (with nal program correct except at up to a arguments) are just those of the form H a for some r.e. set H. One can show that K can be learned Ex style from a noise free informant. However, Theorem 5.3 (in Section 5 below), interesting proved by a priority argument, says that for some r.e. set H, H n+1 cannot be learned Ex style from a noise free informant (with nal program correct except at up to n arguments).
Some representative, longer proofs have been placed in the Appendix (Section 7).
Identi cation Criteria
The recursion theoretic notions are from the books of Odifreddi 17] and Soare 19] . N = f0; 1; 2; . . .g is the set of all natural numbers, and this paper considers r.e. subsets L of N. We write L for the set of all words over L f#g, where # is not a member of N; intuitively it represents a pause. L 1 denotes the class of in nite sequences over L f#g. T ranges over texts and I ranges over information sequences. and range over nite initial segments of texts or information sequences where the context determines which is meant. In any case, j j denotes the length of .
A (learning) machine M reads information from an information sequence I or text T and outputs a corresponding (possibly empty) sequence of ?'s followed by a (possibly empty) sequence of conjectured programs (which, ideally, would eventually be grammars for the language to be learned For the sake of measuring the di culty of some learning situations, we sometimes consider learning machines with access to (possibly non-computable oracle). Suppose I is an identi cation criterion considered in the paper. Then I A] denotes the identi cation criteria formed from I by allowing the learning machines access to oracle A. Gasarch and Pleszkoch 15] , building on earler work of L. Adleman and M. Blum, were rst in print re the notion of learning with oracle.
Next we prepare to introduce our noisy inference criteria, and, in that interest, we de ne some ways to calculate the number of occurrences of words in a string, text or informant: occur( ; w) def = jfj < j j : (j) = wgj where in the case of informant, occur is used in the form occur( ; hv; bi). Similarly, for any lan-
In particular it is useful further below to introduce the set of positive and negative occurrences in , a nite or in nite initial segment of an informant. 
On the one hand, both concepts are similar since L = fx : occur(I; hx; 1i) = 1g = fx : occur(T; x) = 1g. On the other hand, the concepts di er in the way they treat errors. In the case of informant every false item hx; L(x)i may occur a nite number of times. In the case of text, it is more mathematically interesting to require, as we do, that the total amount of false information has to be nite. 2 It should be clear, at this point, how to de ne variants of each of our identi cation criteria above in which the data are noisy information sequences or noisy texts. These criteria are denoted by NoisyInfEx, NoisyTxtEx and so on. We omit the details. 
Since = a is not transitive for a = 2 f0; g, it is more convenient to de ne that h ; ni is a NoisyInfBc a
For these criteria one can prove the existence of a locking sequence as was done in 20 The learner outputs at input that smallest e such that occur( ; hh0; ei; 1i) occur( ; hh0; ei; 0i). In the limit this e converges to f(0 The proof is in the Appendix (Section 7). Combining Theorem 3.4, which states that NoisyInfEx TxtEx TxtOex , with this result NoisyInfBc 6 TxtOex , one obtains that NoisyInfBc is more powerful than NoisyInfEx. Corollary 4.7 NoisyInfEx NoisyInfBc.
The following theorem is one of the few cases, where parameters change nontrivially at inclusions: 
Finite Variants of One Fixed Language
Let K a def = fL : L = a Kg. It can be shown that the NoisyTxtEx a n learnable and the NoisyInfEx a n learnable classes are just those of the form fL : L = a Hg for some r.e. set H and so K a is some kind of standard representative of these classes. Theorem 5.1 K 2n 2 TxtBc n and K 2n+1 = 2 TxtBc n . Proof: Case and Lynes 12] showed that TxtFex 2n TxtBc n . Thus it follows that K 2n 2 TxtBc n . For the second statement, assume by the way of contradiction that K 2n+1 2 TxtBc n via M. Let On the other hand, inferring a cylinder from informant, every error can be detected in the limit. The priority argument proof is in the Appendix (Section 7).
Concluding Remarks
As we have seen above, the introduction of noise (as de ned in this paper and from 20]), in many cases, increases the di culty of learning, sometimes in interesting ways. It would be good to assuage the di culty of learning from noisy data, in the future, by nding natural forms of \innate knowledge" or additional information (as, for example, was done for noise free function learning in 11]).
Appendix
The Appendix contains the proofs for three theorems. Proof: The noninclusion is witnessed by L = fL = fx 1 < x 2 < . . .g : jLj n + 2^(9i n + 2) L = W x i ]g:
The following M NoisyInfOex n+2 -infers L: For all x there is an s x such that f K (x) = f Ks (x). On the other hand, for all oracles X, f X (x) f X (x + 1) n + 1, thus W e n+2 = E and M K has to infer E. Let be the input, on which M makes its last m-th guess (m n + 1). Now W em (x) = E(x) if x < j j; 0 if x is su ciently large. On the one hand, is a pre x of both sets, W em and W e n+2 , on the other hand these sets di er on in nitely many values. Thus M K can converge only to the index of one of these sets and so fails to identify the other one. else N( ) = e where W e = L x;y if jW x j j j; L x otherwise, i.e., jW x j > j j.
The index e exists, since rst the z with x z < y are enumerated into W e and if at some stage s it turns out that jW x;s j > j j, all z y are also enumerated into W e . If jW x j = 1 and I is a noisy informant for L x then for almost all I, N correctly computes x and also nds some y x. Then W e = L x for these since jW x j > j j.
If jW x j < 1 and I is a noisy informant for L x;y then for almost all I, N correctly computes x and y from . Furthermore j j jW x j for almost all I, so N converges behaviorally correct to L x;y on I.
The proof of the second statement is identical to that of Theorem 3.4. The aim of the construction below is to try to satisfy (A) above for each i (which will not always be successful). For this we place requirements, R hi;ji : M i on I L makes at least j mind changes. Fix i. In case all R hi;ji are satis ed, (A) would hold. In case we cannot satisfy all R hi;ji (i.e. only nitely many of them are satis ed), we will make sure that (B) holds.
In the process of trying to satisfy a requirement we need to enumerate some elements in L and constrain some elements to be out of L. Due to this, satisfying a requirement may spoil some other requirements already satis ed. To get around such problems, we order the requirements using priority. Lower numbered requirements have higher priority. We assume, without loss of generality, that hi; ji < hi; j + 1i for all i; j. We will make sure in the construction that satisfying any requirement does not spoil any higher priority requirement.
Furthermore, in order to satisfy requirement R hi;ji , we will add only elements of the form hi; xi to L. This would allow us to argue that if (A) is not satis ed for some i, then (B) would be satis ed.
We let Z hi;ji denote the set of elements constrained to be out of L by requirement R hi;ji . Initially, for all i; j, requirements R hi;ji is unsatis ed and Z hi;ji is empty. Let L s denote the set of those elements which are enumerated to L before stage s. In each stage we try to satisfy the least unsatis ed requirement, which is \seen" to be satis able in that stage. 
